The Bristol Standard 6th edition 2018
The new edition of the Bristol Standard was launched on 22nd February and is now
ready for settings to use. If you were unable to attend the launch your lead teacher
will arrange delivery of your 6th edition pack. Once you have received it you should
destroy the previous materials and replace them in your folder with the new ones.
There is a transition period in which you can gradually move over to the 6th edition
depending where you are on your journey. If you are halfway through a full
submission we would recommend changing to the 6th edition for the remainder of the
dimensions. There is transition paperwork to include with your next submission
which can be found by pressing the link to the Bristol Standard submission forms on
this webpage.
The 6th edition has a fresh new look, with an inviting design. We are very grateful to
all the settings that provided the inspirational photos which have brought the
dimensions to life. You will notice some changes. Dimension 3 has been renamed as
The Reflective Practitioner and Dimension 10 is now Accountability, Monitoring and
Impact. These titles are a better reflection of the content. In addition Dimension 1,
Values and Aims has undergone a major rewrite and is much more accessible to
everyone now.
As we are committed to reducing paper, the submission forms are now only available
on this website and can be reached following the link on this page. They are the esubmission forms but can be used as a traditional submission if you prefer. We
would encourage you to submit electronically as it significantly reduces the workload
for you. Mentor support is available to help with this. All historical information,
previous acknowledgements and policies are also only on the website now.
We hope you enjoy reading and using the new edition.

